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Welcome	to	the	hub	of	Food	on	reddit!

We	have	a	few	rules	here,	please
take	a	moment	to	make	yourself
aware	of	them:

1.	 Be	nice	to	each	other.	We	enforce
reddiquete	as	a	rule	here.	Please	learn	it
and	follow	it.	Reddiquette	Please	note	that
/r/food	is	not	the	place	for	your	dietary
choices	activism.

2.	 Only	food-related	posts	are	allowed.	Do
not	post	in	response	to	other	posts,	to
cause	trouble	or	to	intentionally	upset
people.	No	social	media	posts,	including
links	in	the	comments.	Meme	posts	or
comments	are	not	allowed.

3.	 No	overt	blogspam.	We	follow	the	1/10
rule	and	encourage	users	to	read	the
SPAM	guidelines	as	well	as	the	Self
Promotion	Guidelines.	This	rule	includes
posts	or	comments	(	imgur	descriptions
also)	linking	blog	sites,	including
wordpress	and	blogspot	for	example.

4.	 Use	np.reddit.com	links	when	linking	to
other	subs	or	to	this	one.	We	do	not
allow	brigade	voting	and	will	remove	users
for	it.

5.	 Please	make	your	titles	descriptive	and
just	about	the	food.	Posts	with	titles	that
do	not	describe	the	link	contents	will	be
removed	without	notice.	Do	not	make
posts	that	are	a	response	to	another	post.
Do	not	use	phrases	like	"first	attempt",	first
try",	"homemade"	,	"I	made"	etc.	Just
describe	the	food,	please.	We	heavily
encourage	users	to	post	[OC]	Original
Content.	Use	either	the	[OC]	tag	for	food
you	made,	or	experienced	and
photographed...or	[Found]	for	recipes,
images,	links	to	approved	hosts	that	you
liked	and	wanted	to	share.

**If	you	see	a	violation	of	these	rules,	report	it.*
We	will	act	swiftly.

Mods	may	remove	any	post,	comment
or	user,	if	the	post,	comment	or	user	is
deemed	detrimental	to	the	community.
Have	fun...it's	just	food.	Remember,	we
are	a	general	food	sub,	not	specific	to
recipes,	images,	quality	or	any	other	set
discriminatory	factor.	Just	food.	We	all	eat
it,	in	some	shape	or	another.	Let's	enjoy
and	share	it!

There	are	many	other	food	related	subreddits
listed	here.	If	you	want	to	add	yours	or	just
chat,	please	message	the	mods.

Check	out	these	other	Food	Subreddits!
(mobile	click	here)

Types	of	Food

Other	Food	Subreddits

Local	Food

New	to	reddit?	click	here!

Special	thanks	to	/u/berenkaneda	for	the
banner!	We	will	have	other	chances	for	users
to	submit	banner	ideas!
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top	200	comments show	500
sorted	by:	

[–] jettttej	 •	 1057	points	1	day	ago	

This	would	rock	Anton	Ego	to	his	core!
permalink embed

[–] UkEuropeEarth	 •	 396	points	19	hours	ago	

I	was	so	disappointed	that	the	Chez	Remy	ratatouille	in	Disneyland	Paris	wasn't	presented	this	way	when	I	went	a
few	weeks	ago.
permalink embed parent

[–] TwatsThat	 •	 359	points	19	hours	ago	

That's	a	major	fuck	up.
permalink embed parent

[–] calypso1215	 •	 36	points	14	hours	ago	

Anyone	can	cook?
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

load	more	comments	(6	replies)

[–] PervertedOldMan	 •	 202	points	18	hours	ago	

ratatouille

That	looks	more	like	Pickle	Surprise.
permalink embed parent

[–] CaveDiver1858	 •	 41	points	18	hours	ago	

Repeat	my	mantra!
permalink embed parent

[–] ShakeItTilItPees	 •	 28	points	18	hours	ago	

HAYUM
permalink embed parent

[–] slowest_hour	 •	 16	points	17	hours	ago	

Plop	the	ham	thusly,	please.
permalink embed parent

[–] yingkaixing	 •	 7	points	15	hours	ago	

But...	where's	the	pickle?
permalink embed parent

[–] cryotechnics	 •	 8	points	15	hours	ago	

THAT'S	THE	SURPRISE
permalink embed parent

[–] ctopy	 •	 6	points	13	hours	ago	

I	hate	all	of	you.
permalink embed parent

[–] jhall2013	 •	 14	points	17	hours	ago	

I've	played	that	game...
permalink embed parent

[–] slobis	 •	 10	points	17	hours	ago	

Band	name	alert!

Pickle	Suprise	this	weekend	at	the	Dayton	Civic	Center!!
permalink embed parent

[–] bighunt16	 •	 8	points	17	hours	ago	

That's	roasted	zucchini,	not	pickled	cucumber.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

[–] Penombre	 •	 44	points	9	hours	ago	

French	here.	If	I	were	to	order	ratatouille	and	this	is	what	I	get,	I'd	be	a	bit	upset.	Actual	ratatouille	is	like	this.
Confit	Bayaldi	is	a	very	different	receipe.
permalink embed parent

[–] Lunchabunch	 •	 115	points	19	hours	ago	

That's	not	even	a	ratatouille.
permalink embed parent

[–] donkeymonk	 •	 13	points	17	hours	ago	

How	so.	It's	just	vegetables	and	tomato.
permalink embed parent

[–] Lunchabunch	 •	 147	points	17	hours	ago	

It's	science	of	cooking	at	the	service	of	5	vegetables:	tomatoes,	zucchini,	eggplant,	red	bell	peppers	and
onions.	Each	vegetables	are	cooked	separately	then	cooked	again	together.	No	stirring.	Seems	simple.	It
isn't.	The	result	can	become	quite	bitter	due	to	oxidation	if	one	doesn't	work	fast	enough,	skin	to	remove
from	tomatoes,	bell	peppers	that	need	to	be	roast	and	skinned,	etc.	The	cover	by	OP	is	cute	but	can't
convey	the	taste	of	a	Ratatouille,	only	a	colorful	hip	shit	derived	from	a	cartoon.	And	that	version	served
at	Disney	makes	me	want	to	impal	Mickey	and	cook	it	in	a	rotisserie.
permalink embed parent

[–] jonbelanger	 •	 55	points	17	hours	ago	

I	like	your	passion	for	food.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(3	replies)

[–] 40_watt_range	 •	 36	points	16	hours	ago	

To	be	fair,	you	can't	taste	OP's	ratatouille,	so	you	can't	know	how	it	tastes.
permalink embed parent

[–] ds101	 •	 45	points	14	hours	ago	

Also,	to	be	fair,	OP's	ratatouille	is	pretty	much	straight	out	of	the	French	Laundry	Cookbook	(pp.
177-179),	and	the	general	consensus	is	that	chef	Thomas	Keller	has	a	good	handle	on	cooking.
permalink embed parent

[–] GreatBluedini	 •	 11	points	14	hours	ago	

He's	aight.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] IkiOLoj	 •	 6	points	7	hours	ago	

Confit	byaldi	is	different	from	ratatouille,	you	may	use	any	argument	from	authority	here,	but
you	can't	call	a	jackdaw	a	crow	....
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] anifail	 •	 66	points	15	hours	ago	

The	cover	by	OP	is	cute	but	can't	convey	the	taste	of	a	Ratatouille,	only	a	colorful	hip	shit	derived
from	a	cartoon.

If	the	most	famous	and	important	chef	in	american	cuisine	alive	today	says	he	would	serve	the	top
critic	in	the	world	ratatouille	in	the	form	of	confit	byaldi,	I	will	trust	his	judgement	over	that	of	some
random	internet	chef	who	has	probably	never	eaten	confit	byaldi	in	their	life	and	has	not	tasted	OPs
food	but	chose	to	smugly	comment	about	it.
permalink embed parent

[–] loulan	 •	 23	points	8	hours	ago	

What	about	someone	who	is	from	Nice	(me),	where	ratatouille	is	from,	who	tells	you	that	this
looks	nothing	like	what	ratatouille	actually	is?	I	mean,	maybe	this	is	good,	but	serve	this	as
ratatouille	in	the	South	of	France	and	people	will	think	you're	insane.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(4	replies)

[–] dizkhalifa420	 •	 7	points	12	hours	ago	

You	stepped	in	when	we	needed	you	the	most
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(6	replies)

[–] ThisIsOurYear2016	 •	 16	points	16	hours	ago*	

only	a	colorful	hip	shit	derived	from	a	cartoon

Serious	question:	What?

I'm	assuming	something's	a	typo	or	autocorrected,	but	I	don't	know	which	part	yet.

EDIT:	Kudos	to	everyone	for	helping	me	parse	it	out.
permalink embed parent

[–] Ishidan01	 •	 16	points	16	hours	ago	

No,	that's	spot	on.	"Colorful"--it	is,	in	cartoon	garishness	"Hip	shit"--he	feels	it	is	only	popular
because...	"Derived	from	a	cartoon"--Disney	made	a	movie	with	an	(idealized)	version	of	it.	As	a
rural	staple,	the	presentation	usually	is	not	perfect	slices	in	geometric	precision,	as	seen	here.
permalink embed parent

[–] ThisIsOurYear2016	 •	 6	points	15	hours	ago	

Oh,	okay,	thanks.	So	it's	"a	hip	shit"	and	hip	is	just	modifying	what	kind	of	"a	shit"	it	is.

Was	that	why	they	picked	it	for	the	movie,	then?	To	tackle	something	rural	in	a	fancy	way?

Or	because	they	needed	to	do	something	evocative	to	win	him	over?

Knowing	Pixar	it	feels	like	there	had	to	be	that	kind	of	thought	behind	it.
permalink embed parent

[–] anifail	 •	 19	points	15	hours	ago	

Thomas	Keller	was	an	advisor	on	Ratatouille.	One	of	the	producers	asked	how	he	would
make	Ratatouille	and	they	based	the	creation	in	the	movie	on	it.	The	recipe	is	straight	from
The	French	Laundry	Cookbook.
permalink embed parent

[–] Touchedmokey	 •	 8	points	14	hours	ago	

IIRC	Keller	went	with	a	more	"Hollywood"	styling	of	the	dish,	bringing	out	more	color
contrasts	than	the	usual	recipe

I've	made	ratatouille	both	ways	and	appreciate	the	"hip	shit"	for	its	freshness	and	the
traditional	method	for	its	complexity
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] Odds-Bodkins	 •	 6	points	15	hours	ago	

English	isn't	his	first	language,	he's	French.	He	just	means	"it's	trendy	garbage"	or
whatever.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] bluesparrolf	 •	 16	points	16	hours	ago	

I	learned	more	from	this	one	post	than	anything	else	all	day.
permalink embed parent

[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 29	points	15	hours	ago	

so	much	hate.	I	haven't	seen	the	movie	since	it	came	out	9	years	ago.	this	was	mostly	inspired	by
the	ChefsSteps	recipe.	if	you	keep	the	veggies	properly	when	you're	doing	your	mise	en	place	-	know
the	order,	timing	and	use	containers	-	they	don't	get	oxidized	and	you	get	even	more	colorful	than
this	picture	dish	that	tastes	pretty	amazing.
permalink embed parent

[–] Mathieu_Du	 •	 10	points	7	hours	ago	

But	he's	right	though,	that	is	not	ratatouille	;)
permalink embed parent

[–] Account235	 •	 4	points	9	hours	ago	

HERESY!!!	BURN	ZE	WITCH!!!
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(4	replies)

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] deindiana	 •	 65	points	18	hours	ago	

I	was	so	disappointed	that	the	Chez	Remy	ratatouille	in	Disneyland	Paris	wasn't	presented	this	way.

Seeing	the	photo	I	feel	your	disappointment	-	you	should	have	sued.

We	make	it	at	home	-	it's	not	too	difficult	-	except	the	prep,	and	the	prep.	A	mandolin	helps.	We	make	a
ratatouille	lasagna	now.
permalink embed parent

[–] Aethermancer	 •	 21	points	15	hours	ago	

Mandolins	do	make	it	easier,	but	power	always	comes	with	a	price.

The	price	is	my	fingertips.
permalink embed parent

[–] Cruelcrusader2	 •	 4	points	10	hours	ago	

Uh...	Use	the	guard.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(7	replies)

[–] confused_assboy	 •	 17	points	15	hours	ago	

I	tried	using	a	mandolin	last	time	I	made	ratatouille,	but	I	ended	up	accidentally	joining	Mumford	&	Sons.
Any	tips	on	avoiding	this	mistake	next	time?
permalink embed parent

[–] MoravianPrince	 •	 5	points	11	hours	ago	

I	would	say	shaving	your	mustache	helps	quite	a	bit.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] roxtafari	 •	 13	points	17	hours	ago	

I	started	making	ratatouille	and	ended	up	making	an	eggplant	ratatouille	lasagna	as	well,	it	was	amazing.
Just	have	to	bake	the	eggplant	enough	to	keep	it's	form	as	a	noodle	replacement	and	it	comes	out	delicious!
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

[–] nighthawke75	 •	 11	points	18	hours	ago	

Scandalous!	Someone	call	the	health	minister!
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(10	replies)

[–] bookey23	 •	 307	points	1	day	ago	

Ratatouille?	It's	a	peasant's	dish...
permalink embed parent

[–] claire_resurgent	 •	 77	points	23	hours	ago	

Only	if	it's	chunky,	apparently.
permalink embed parent

[–] grade8mute	 •	 183	points	18	hours	ago	

The	real	message	in	Ratatouille	is	that	you	can	make	anything	elitist	by	upping	the	materials	and	labour
cost.
permalink embed parent

[–] claire_resurgent	 •	 72	points	18	hours	ago	

Don't	forget	to	control	your	labor	costs	by	employing	rats!
permalink embed parent

[–] CleverCactus	 •	 21	points	18	hours	ago	

Except	the	labor	cost	was	literally	nothing.	The	chef	was	a	rat
permalink embed parent

[–] Valraithion	 •	 7	points	17	hours	ago	

Will	work	for	food.
permalink embed parent

[–] ImportantOpinions	 •	 8	points	16	hours	ago	

It'll	look	good	on	his	resume.
permalink embed parent

[–] yingkaixing	 •	 6	points	15	hours	ago	

He	did	it	for	the	exposure.
permalink embed parent

[–] wcruse92	 •	 16	points	18	hours	ago	

dude...
permalink embed parent

[–] Causality-wow	 •	 45	points	18	hours	ago	

Oh	shit	you	mean	better	and	more	expensive	ingredients,	and	a	trained	professional	chef	will	make
food	cost	more!
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

[–] jrkirby	 •	 22	points	17	hours	ago	

It	sounds	like	"rat"	and	"patootie."	Rat	patootie!	Which	does	not	sound	delicious.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] lo-lux	 •	 3	points	18	hours	ago	

Only	if	it's	done	right.
permalink embed parent

[–] TheGluttonousFool	 •	 77	points	22	hours	ago	

By	chance	is	his	name	supposed	to	mean,"a	ton	of	ego"?
permalink embed parent

[–] thec0mpletionist	 •	 42	points	18	hours	ago	

9	years,	and	I	finally	got	this.
permalink embed parent

[–] latexsteve	 •	 18	points	21	hours	ago	

Yep.
permalink embed parent

[–] TheGluttonousFool	 •	 11	points	16	hours	ago	

Well,	I	just	got	it	too,	just	by	seeing	his	name.	But	if	you	know	Shrek,	remember	the	douche	king,	Lord
Farquaad?	Say	his	name	out	loud	and	guess	what	it	sounds	like.	Eluded	me	for	years.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(7	replies)

load	more	comments	(4	replies)

[–] pippilongshanks	 •	 44	points	1	day	ago	

I	still	wonder	what	it	was	about	ratatouille	that	he	found	so	amazing.

It's	like	when	Wolfgang	Puck	gave	effusive	praise	to	sweet	peas	on	Top	Chef.
permalink embed parent

[–] Koupers	 •	 215	points	23	hours	ago	

Nostalgia.	In	the	movie	it	takes	Anton	back	to	being	a	little	kid	who	appears	to	have	freshly	crashed	his	bike,
his	mom	was	in	the	kitchen	and	gave	him	a	bite	of	the	ratatouille	she	was	making	and	it	fixed	his	whole	world.
permalink embed parent

[–] Danksciencetootight	 •	 145	points	20	hours	ago	

Some	of	the	best	storytelling	I've	seen	in	a	film.	Pictures	told	the	story,	no	dialogue.	Filmmaking	101.
permalink embed parent

[–] NewbornMuse	 •	 56	points	19	hours	ago	

The	zoom	in	on	his	face	as	he	tastes	it.	So	good.
permalink embed parent

[–] thec0mpletionist	 •	 19	points	18	hours	ago	

ENHANCE
permalink embed parent

[–] billoo18	 •	 3	points	13	hours	ago	

The	slight	amount	of	color	that	returns	to	his	face	that	has	been	gray	the	whole	film.	It's	like	it
warmed	his	frozen	heart.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] Sensei322	 •	 16	points	17	hours	ago	

I	agree.	Extraordinary	film.	Honestly	the	one	movie	I	can	watch	over	and	over	again	if	my	little	girl	has	it
on.	Never	get	tired	of	it.
permalink embed parent

[–] MathLiftingMan	 •	 3	points	16	hours	ago	

Pixar	does	work.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(4	replies)

[–] Fandemonium	 •	 25	points	18	hours	ago	

Case	in	point:	Gordon	Ramsay	Masterchef	eating	a	Sausage	Roll
permalink embed parent

[–] Ask_me_about_WoTMUD	 •	 7	points	15	hours	ago	

That	roll	did	look	delicious.
permalink embed parent

[–] furelise22	 •	 12	points	18	hours	ago	

Perspective	:)
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] Doublestack2376	 •	 89	points	22	hours	ago	

If	you	ask	most	chefs	what	is	their	absolutely	favorite	thing	to	eat,	they	usually	say	something	really	simple	or
"rustic"	from	their	childhood.
permalink embed parent

[–] silkymittentopkitten	 •	 64	points	20	hours	ago	

I	can	agree	with	this	I	went	to	school	for	culinary	and	even	after	all	the	food	I've	eaten	my	most	favourite
thing	in	the	world	is	a	tuna	sandwich	with	a	side	of	chips
permalink embed parent

[–] UtMed	 •	 52	points	19	hours	ago	

Or	mom's	cottage	cheese	lasagna	because	we	couldn't	afford	ricotta.
permalink embed parent

[–] KetoCatsKarma	 •	 23	points	19	hours	ago	

My	mom	did	this	as	well,	I'm	still	50/50	on	the	better	way	to	make	it.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] nudibranchus	 •	 9	points	18	hours	ago	

Still	prefer	the	cottage	cheese	lasagna	texture.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(8	replies)

[–] cywalkr	 •	 11	points	19	hours	ago	

How	do	you	make	your	tuna	sandwich
permalink embed parent

[–] gsufan07	 •	 35	points	19	hours	ago	

Not	that	guy	but	tuna	sandwich=one	slice	of	bread,	mix	drained	can	of	tuna	with	mayo	(sour	cream,
ranch	dressing,	olive	oil,	honey	mustard,	brown	mustard	etc.	are	also	acceptable	binders;	I	would	not
turn	down	BBQ	sauce...	tell	you	what,	just	open	your	fridge	and	grab	something	sorta	thick	out	of	the
door,	it'll	probably	work	though	I	wouldn't	use	ketchup	personally),	add	pickle	relish	or	chopped-up
pickle	of	some	sort,	chopped	hard	boiled	eggs	if	you	like	those	(some	people	add	diced	celery.	some
people	should	burn	in	Hell),	spread	lavishly	and	add	another	slice	of	bread	on	top.

Acceptable	additions:	Condimenting	your	bread.	Toasting	bread.	Sliced	tomato.	Lettuce	leaves.	Rolling
up	the	tuna	in	lettuce	rather	than	bread.

Damn	it.	Now	I	want	some	tuna	sandwiches.
permalink embed parent

[–] Apocalypseboyz	 •	 13	points	17	hours	ago	

Fuck	man,	leave	it	open	faced,	toss	a	slice	of	good	cheddar	cheese,	and	you	got	yoself	a	tuna
melt.
permalink embed parent

[–] Pris257	 •	 10	points	18	hours	ago	

Eating	one	now.	Try	adding	a	little	fish	sauce,	Worcestershire	or	soy	sauce.
permalink embed parent

[–] skinny-white-guy	 •	 3	points	16	hours	ago	

Fish	sauce.	This	man	woks!
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

load	more	comments	(6	replies)

load	more	comments	(6	replies)

[–] deindiana	 •	 7	points	18	hours	ago	

even	after	all	the	food	I've	eaten	my	most	favourite	thing	in	the	world	is	a	tuna	sandwich	with	a	side
of	chips

If	we're	discussing	mom's	cooking	from	kidhood	it	would	have	to	be	sausage	gravy	on	biscuits	with	hash
browns,	french	onion	soup	or	clam	chowder	with	sourdough,	or	chicken	pot	pie	with	buttery	crust.	Dang
it,	or	big	beefy	goulash	with	mushrooms	on	egg	noodles.	I	give	up.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] Doublestack2376	 •	 16	points	19	hours	ago	

I	did	too.	My	last	meal	would	be	a	hot	baguette,	some	good	butter,	and	a	glass	of	ice	cold	2%	milk.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

[–] purplemoosen	 •	 30	points	19	hours	ago	

AKA	mom's	spaghetti.
permalink embed parent

[–] brewtality	 •	 15	points	19	hours	ago	

My	mom	boiled	noodles	and	added	butter	and	ketchup.	No	fucking	thanks.
permalink embed parent

[–] SandMonsterSays	 •	 21	points	19	hours	ago	

Honey	Boo	Boo?
permalink embed parent

[–] losingyourwords	 •	 10	points	19	hours	ago	

sketti
permalink embed parent

[–] galletito	 •	 8	points	19	hours	ago	

He's	nervous,	but	on	the	surface	he	looks	calm	and	ready,
permalink embed parent
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load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] james_ac42	 •	 73	points	1	day	ago	

His	mother	made	it	for	him	when	he	was	a	child
permalink embed parent

[–] spoobles	 •	 29	points	19	hours	ago	

no	one	even	did	this	yet?.	C'mon	guys!
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] CanPoliEnthusiast	 •	 9	points	19	hours	ago	

Simple	food	executed	well.

Even	something	as	simple	as	scrambled	eggs	are	rarely	cooked	properly.
permalink embed parent

[–] i_flip_sides	 •	 12	points	17	hours	ago	

My	scrambled	eggs	are	the	bomb.	My	wife	does	all	the	cooking,	because	I'm	terrible	at	it	-	except	scrambled
eggs.	Whenever	she	wants	scrambled	eggs,	she	has	to	come	to	me.

It's	kept	our	marriage	together	for	12	years.
permalink embed parent

[–] dolphinesque	 •	 3	points	15	hours	ago	

One	cannot	underestimate	the	power	of	perfectly	cooked	scrambled	eggs.
permalink embed parent

[–] james9025	 •	 5	points	19	hours	ago	

I	thought	the	exact	same	thing	when	I	saw	the	picture!
permalink embed parent

[–] Untu98	 •	 4	points	17	hours	ago	

It's	so	weird,	I	just	finished	watching	this	movie	like	half	an	hour	ago	and	now	I	see	this	thread.

Maybe	this	is	a	sign	that	I	have	to	learn	how	to	make	Ratatouille.
permalink embed parent

[–] V_i_d_E	 •	 131	points	9	hours	ago	

Right	on	r/france	everyone	is	making	fun	out	of	you	for	this	pic	:D
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[–] chadenej	 •	 45	points	7	hours	ago	

belle	tarte	aux	légumes
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] PinguRambo	 •	 38	points	7	hours	ago	

It	looks	amazing	and	delicious,	but	it's	nowhere	near	close	a	ratatouille	:D

You	made	my	day	guys!
permalink embed parent

[–] OogieFrenchieBoogie	 •	 24	points	8	hours	ago*	

Yep,	I	laugh	hard

It	doesn't	look	bad	tho
permalink embed parent

[–] LetMeBardYou	 •	 43	points	9	hours	ago	

Sure,	it's	not	a	ratatouille	...
permalink embed parent

[–] dys13	 •	 16	points	5	hours	ago	

This	is	what	real	ratatouille	looks	like:	https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/Ratatouille-Dish.jpg
permalink embed parent

[–] EST_1994	 •	 6	points	3	hours	ago	

#JeSuisRatatouille
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] LastLifeLost	 •	 282	points	1	day	ago	

Not	just	ratatouille,	the	hardest	ratatouille	there	is:	Confit	Byaldi!	It	looks	fantastic!
permalink embed

[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 48	points	1	day	ago	

Thanks!	:)
permalink embed parent

[–] Truelikegiroux	 •	 53	points	1	day	ago	

Confit	Byaldi

Can	you	explain	this	to	me?	What	makes	that	the	hardest	type?
permalink embed parent

[–] LastLifeLost	 •	 131	points	1	day	ago	

It's	really	just	time	consuming	technique.	All	the	fine	cuts	(unless	using	a	slicer)	and	the	time	to	layer	it	in.	The
extra	effort	is	rewarded	with	amazing	presentation,	though!

The	alternatives	are	a	more	rustic	presentation	from	just	cubing/chopping	the	veg	and	roasting	them	together
in	a	baking	dish.	Either	way	the	flavor	is	earthy,	rich,	wonderful,	and	just	tastes	like	home,	almost	regardless	of
where	you're	from	:)
permalink embed parent

[–] mechteach	 •	 41	points	20	hours	ago	

Thank	goodness	for	mandolins.
permalink embed parent

[–] LastLifeLost	 •	 25	points	19	hours	ago	

Mandolin,	v-slicer,	food	processor...	Any	one	would	work,	all	are	amazing	kitchen	tools.	Just	remember
your	hand	guard!	No	sense	losing	a	finger	;-)
permalink embed parent

[–] itsthevoiceman	 •	 23	points	17	hours	ago	

No	sense	losing	a	finger

Just	the	tip.
permalink embed parent

[–] habitual_viking	 •	 4	points	11	hours	ago	

Many	a	years	ago	I	was	stupid	and	used	the	mandolin	without	the	guard,	did	give	myself	a	very
nice	deep	cut.	These	days	I'm	terrified	of	that	thing,	just	sits	there	in	the	corner,	ready	to	cut	me
up,	looking	at	me...	shiver
permalink embed parent
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[–] EvixiusKane	 •	 7	points	17	hours	ago	

Pfft.	Only	cowards	use	a	hand	guard.
permalink embed parent

[–] slobis	 •	 11	points	17	hours	ago	

Can	confirm.

Source:	Missing	a	divot	in	a	knuckle	on	my	left-hand.
permalink embed parent
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[–] JuanOrTwo	 •	 4	points	16	hours	ago	

True,	but	fuck	ever	slicing	small	radishes	on	a	mandoline	without	the	guard.	I'll	bleed	all	over
them	every	time,	it	just	increases	food	costs	;)
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(1	reply)
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[–] schmon	 •	 12	points	20	hours	ago	

Is	it	the	same	as	Tian	?	From	the	south	?	http://www.marmiton.org/recettes/recette_tian-
provencal_36194.aspx
permalink embed parent

[–] Cheese-n-Opinion	 •	 16	points	17	hours	ago	

They're	slightly	different.	I	remember	some	French	folk	bitching	when	the	film	came	out	because	the
'ratatouille'	was	more	like	a	tian.	Ratatouille	traditionally	is	more	of	a	simple	stew	of	vegetables.	The
Confit	Byaldi	made	for	the	film	is	closer	to	a	tian,	but	then	you	don't	get	the	fantastic	pun.
permalink embed parent

[–] LastLifeLost	 •	 3	points	19	hours	ago	

It	certainly	looks	similar.	If	they're	not	the	same,	they're	definitely	cousins!
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(5	replies)
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[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 273	points	1	day	ago	

Yes,	it	was	quite	delicious.	There's	a	sauce	made	with	red	peppers,	onions	and	the	discarded	veggies	on	the	bottom
which	added	a	nice	flavor	component.
permalink embed

[–] LeKurakka	 •	 116	points	1	day	ago	

So	probably	a	dumb	question,	but	what	is	ratatouille	actually	made	of?	And	by	the	way	the	dish	looks	gorgeous.	My
mouth's	watering	just	looking	at	it.
permalink embed parent

[–] Kalitheros	 •	 182	points	1	day	ago	

Egg	plant/aubergine,	tomatoes,	squash/zucchini,	red	peppers,	onions,	garlic	and	herbs	(usually	rosemary,
thyme,	and	basil)....	egg	plant	depends	on	the	person	making	it

Edit:	This	version	and	the	film	Ratatouille's	take	on	the	traditional	ratatouille	dish	was	designed	by	gourmet	chef
Thomas	Keller	-	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratatouille_(film)	and	for	good	measure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratatouille
permalink embed parent

[–] SoulUnison	 •	 85	points	21	hours	ago	

It	always	looks	like	such	a	bright,	flavorful	dish,	but	I	can't	stand	eggplant,	squash	or	zucchini,	and	cutting
those	out	means	abandoning,	like,	2/3rd	of	the	recipe.
permalink embed parent

[–] princessprity	 •	 119	points	21	hours	ago	

Maybe	try	giving	those	vegetables	a	try	again.	I	feel	like	most	of	the	time	when	someone	says	they	don't
like	certain	vegetables,	it's	because	they've	had	them	poorly	cooked.
permalink embed parent

[–] TubbyMarmot	 •	 95	points	21	hours	ago	

Brussels	sprouts	are	a	big	one	for	this.	Roasted	with	olive	oil,	sea	salt,	and	black	pepper,	so	simple
but	so	good.	A	nice	balsamic	glaze,	if	you	are	feeling	crazy.	So	many	people	have	them	boiled,	which
just	doesn't	compare.
permalink embed parent

[–] theshriekingpines	 •	 21	points	20	hours	ago	

Add	some	vinegar	to	this	and	let	them	soak	for	10	or	15	min.	Or	if	you're	feeling	lazy,	toss	them
in	Italian	dressing	before	frying	them.	I	used	to	never	eat	Brussels	sprouts,	but	had	never	been
exposed	to	properly	charred	ones.
permalink embed parent

[–] shmaddox	 •	 8	points	19	hours	ago	

So	totally	agree	with	this.	I	LOVE	brussels	sprouts,	and	finally	convinced	my	husband	to	try	them
after	I	cooked	them.

He's	a	convert.	HE	asks	me	to	make	them	now!
permalink embed parent

[–] VickZilla	 •	 6	points	19	hours	ago	

Tell	us	the	secret!
permalink embed parent

[–] iamdigidude	 •	 3	points	19	hours	ago	

Not	OP,	but	this	is	absolutely	delicious:http://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/ina-
garten/roasted-brussels-sprouts-recipe2.html
permalink embed parent

[–] alose	 •	 16	points	19	hours	ago	

Brussel	sprouts	(and	a	few	related	items	like	Broccoli)	are	a	poor	choice.	There	is	a	handful	of
genes	that	automatically	means	you	will	hate	those	vegetables.
permalink embed parent

[–] roogoff	 •	 19	points	19	hours	ago	

Apparently	cilantro	as	well
permalink embed parent

[–] [deleted]	18	hours	ago*	

[deleted]

[–] itsthevoiceman	 •	 15	points	17	hours	ago	

Apparently	it	tastes	like	dish	soap	to	some	people.

raises	hand
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[–] Halvus_I	 •	 8	points	17	hours	ago	

Its	genetics.	Its	not	a	matter	of	personal	taste,	just	keep	that	in	mind.
permalink embed
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[–] theDoctorAteMyBaby	 •	 5	points	18	hours	ago	

I	don't	understand	how	someone	can	actually	hate	broccoli.	It	tastes	so	neutral	to	me,	but	the
buds	are	always	juicy.,	and	it's	a	little	sweet.
permalink embed parent

[–] yaypal	 •	 11	points	17	hours	ago	

To	some	people	(including	myself)	it's	quite	bitter.	It's	palatable	cooked	with	butter	and
pepper,	but	if	you've	got	the	crummy	over-sensitive	tastebuds	they	stop	you	from	wanting
coffee	and	the	like.
permalink embed parent
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[–] omg___elephants	 •	 8	points	17	hours	ago	

fun	fact:	some	people	have	the	type	of	bitter	taste	receptor	gene	(TASR38)	that	makes
them	extra	sensitive	to	the	bitterness	in	foods	like	broccoli.	You	probably	have	either	two
copies	of	the	non-sensitive	receptor	gene,	or	one	copy	of	each	so	the	taste	doesn't	bother
you.	People	can	actually	be	genetically	predisposed	to	experience	tastes	differenly.
permalink embed parent
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[–] CanPoliEnthusiast	 •	 6	points	19	hours	ago	

Boiled	can	be	good,	if	you	cut	them	in	half	and	remove	the	first	layer	of	leaves.	Just	a	quick
blanching,	and	they	end	up	with	a	delicate	sweetness.	Think	super	tender	broccoli	stalks.
permalink embed parent

[–] Derzweifel	 •	 6	points	21	hours	ago	

Ive	had	some	in	beef	stew.	I	dont	care	for	its	texture.	Theres	a	slight	taste	i	dont	like	as	well.
permalink embed parent

[–] amrak_em_evig	 •	 14	points	20	hours	ago	

Try	roasted	instead	of	boiled,	different	texture	and	flavor.
permalink embed parent
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[–] PurpleMTL	 •	 7	points	18	hours	ago	

In	my	home	country	we	make	a	dish	out	of	eggplant	that	is	delicious.	It's	actually	not	a	dish,	but	a
spread.	Look	up	"salata	de	vinete"	recipe	on	Google	and	you're	guanrateed	to	blow	peoples	minds	at
your	next	garden	party.
permalink embed parent

[–] adjustments	 •	 5	points	16	hours	ago	

next	garden	party

Is	this	like	a	BBQ	or	something?
permalink embed parent
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[–] BGFalcon85	 •	 8	points	21	hours	ago	

I	don't	care	for	squash	or	eggplant	much,	but	I	made	it	anyway.	I	love	it,	it	tastes	like	pasta	sauce
basically.	We	eat	it	over	quinoa.
permalink embed parent

[–] idoneredditalreadyy	 •	 5	points	19	hours	ago	

I	say	I	don't	like	squash	and	zucchini..but	when	I	take	a	peeler	to	them	(making	long	strips	of	the
veggies)	and	sauté	them	in	garlic	and	olive	oil,	that	I	do	like
permalink embed parent

[–] andrak7	 •	 6	points	19	hours	ago	

I	don't	either,	but	they	taste	radically	different	in	ratatouille.	Worth	giving	the	dish	a	try
permalink embed parent
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[–] CarlosFer2201	 •	 3	points	13	hours	ago	

is	it	wrong	that	I	think	it	needs	pepperoni	too?
permalink embed parent
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[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 21	points	1	day	ago	

this	is	the	recipe	I	used:	ChefSteps
permalink embed parent

[–] SalemWolf	 •	 13	points	21	hours	ago	

Need	to	be	a	member	to	see	the	rest.	Adblock	may	work	but	I'm	on	mobile.

And	goddamn	it's	a	recipe	I	don't	need	a	chapter-length	description	of	the	dish	itself.	This	website	fails.
Thanks	for	it	though,	much	appreciated.
permalink embed parent

[–] muhziriabolah	 •	 6	points	19	hours	ago	

Huh,	no	Joule	in	this	one.	Minor	miracle.
permalink embed parent
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[–] dankha	 •	 5	points	21	hours	ago	

Cant	you	replace	the	veggies	with	like	sliced	green/red	apples,	and	like	bananas	to	make	a	desert	style	flavor??!
permalink embed parent
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[–] Narwhalbaconguy	 •	 69	points	1	day	ago	

I'd	like	to	see	the	chef	who	made	this.
permalink embed

[–] Mwootto	 •	 96	points	22	hours	ago	

You'll	have	to	wait	until	everyone	is	gone.
permalink embed parent

[–] jonbelanger	 •	 21	points	16	hours	ago	

So	be	it.
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[–] LetMeBardYou	 •	 58	points	9	hours	ago	

Ok	stop,	that's	not	a	ratatouille.	That	is	a	ratatouille.

It's	not	because	a	movie	show	your	plate	(which	seems	really	nice,	that's	not	the	question)	as	a	ratatouille	that	it's	a
ratatouille.	It's	not.
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[–] pingouin_gaufrier	 •	 21	points	9	hours	ago	

Praise	/u/LetMeBardYou	!	Maudite	Albion	!	Maudit	Nouveau	Monde	!
permalink embed parent

[–] Vekoros	 •	 6	points	5	hours	ago	

Jesus	Christ	this.	This	is	clearly	not	a	ratatouille.	As	a	French,	I'm	triggered.
permalink embed parent

[–] LetMeBardYou	 •	 4	points	5	hours	ago	

We're	all	triggered	on	/r/France,	look	at	our	first	link	for	today	:(
permalink embed parent

[–] sharkbaitnoob	 •	 246	points	1	day	ago	

Wtf?	This	whole	time	I	thought	Rattatoullie	was	a	bunch	of	pepperoni	and	salami.	Looked	like	it	when	I	watched
Rattatoullie	as	a	kid
permalink embed

[–] Shaq2thefuture	 •	 79	points	1	day	ago	

I	do	like	how	they	dont	pump	it	up	as	"the	hardest	dish	ever,"	in	fact,	i	think	collette	says	"but	this	is	a	peasant
dish."

But	yeah,	it	was	probably	just	propaganda	to	make	little	kids	ask	for	ratatouille	and	get	them	to	eat	all	vegetable
dishes.	SCANDALOUS	D:<
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[–] sacrecide	 •	 55	points	21	hours	ago	

the	point	was	that	it	was	a	simple	dish.	But	the	rat	was	a	good	enough	chef	that	he	made	it	amazing
permalink embed parent

[–] JesusReturned	 •	 13	points	16	hours	ago	

And	that	nostalgia	is	the	best	seasoning.
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[–] sharkbaitnoob	 •	 9	points	1	day	ago	

Well	I	have	all	my	acquired	tastes	now,	does	it	taste	as	good	and	sexy	as	it	looks?
permalink embed parent

[–] ItsACaragor	 •	 21	points	21	hours	ago	

Funny	thing	as	someone	who	grew	up	in	France	ratatouille	was	the	dish	they	pushed	on	us	at	the	school
canteen	but	that	everyone	hated.	I	am	sure	it	was	not	served	that	often	but	looking	back	I	felt	like	they
were	serving	it	all	the	time.
permalink embed parent

[–] theDoctorAteMyBaby	 •	 14	points	18	hours	ago	

I	can	see	how,	prepared	enmasse	by	a	school,	this	could	turn	into	a	disgusting	mess	of	mush.
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[–] The_same_potato	 •	 3	points	22	hours	ago	

Or	because	it's	adorable	when	they	say	it.
permalink embed parent

[–] RoRo25	 •	 63	points	1	day	ago	

Don't	know	why	you	got	downvoted.	My	niece	thought	the	same	thing	when	she	saw	it	for	the	first	time	last	year.
permalink embed parent

[–] HoChiWaWa	 •	 29	points	21	hours	ago	

They're	probably	just	mad	that	they	feel	old	because	this	guy	just	said	"when	i	was	a	kid"	about	a	movie	that
came	out	in	07.

It	sure	as	hell	made	me	feel	old.
permalink embed parent

[–] sharkbaitnoob	 •	 72	points	1	day	ago	

Redditors	always	downvote	childhood	mistakes	because	obviously	they	were	childhood	geniuses	/s
permalink embed parent

[–] turtlemix_69	 •	 26	points	1	day	ago	

Everyone	knows	that	redditors	were	all	born	as	angsty	teens
permalink embed parent

[–] ThirdRook	 •	 9	points	23	hours	ago	

Born,	and	some	say,	to	this	day	they	remain	immortally	angsty	teens.
permalink embed parent
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[–] workpuppy	 •	 10	points	1	day	ago	

Eh.	In	this	case,	either	you've	eaten	ratatouille,	or	you	haven't.	If	you	have,	then	it's	obvious	to	you	what	it
is,	and	if	you	haven't	then	it	could	be	anything.

I	make	a	much	less	sexy	ratatouille	for	my	kids,	so	their	complaint	was	that	the	one	in	the	movie	looked
different	from	mine.	But	they	knew	what	was	in	it,	because	they'd	had	it	before.
permalink embed parent
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[–] smokeacoil	 •	 27	points	1	day	ago	

Looks	like	it's	hell	lol	how	long	did	it	take	to	lay	out?
permalink embed

[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 41	points	1	day	ago	

It	took	about	30min.	Once	you	slide	up	everything,	it	wasn't	too	much	hassle	honestly.
permalink embed parent

[–] VirginiaBelle	 •	 19	points	23	hours	ago	

Looks	like	it	would	be	kind	of	therapeutic	work.	Relaxing.	Beautiful	job,	btw.
permalink embed parent
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[–] IggyPups	 •	 20	points	1	day	ago	

I've	made	confit	byaldi	a	few	times	and	my	main	issue	seems	to	be	getting	the	same	size	slices	for	each	veggie.	I
typically	find	that	the	eggplant	is	much	larger	than	the	squash	and	tomato	pieces.	Also,	did	you	use	your	mandolin
slicer	for	the	tomatoes	too?	Your	pieces	look	so	perfectly	sliced.
permalink embed

[–] curareah	 •	 16	points	21	hours	ago	

Use	Chinese	eggplant.	They're	longer	and	narrower	(that's	what	she	said!)	than	American	eggplant,	as	well	as
Roma	tomatoes.
permalink embed parent

[–] turtlemix_69	 •	 11	points	1	day	ago	

I	had	the	same	problem.	The	eggplant	was	just	too	darn	big.	I	tried	my	best	to	pick	out	similar	sized	veggies.
Apparently	japanese	eggplant	arent	quite	as	fat,	but	I	didn't	see	any	at	my	store.

I've	also	found	that	roma	tomatoes	are	good	because	they	are	oblong	and	give	you	more	pieces	with	the	same
diameter.
permalink embed parent

[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 9	points	1	day	ago	

I	think	I	was	just	lucky	at	the	farmers	market.	everything	was	very	similar	sized.	I	sliced	the	tomatoes	by	hand
after	removing	the	skin.	Everything	else	was	done	with	the	mandolin.
permalink embed parent

[–] IggyPups	 •	 7	points	21	hours	ago	

r

Maybe	I	just	need	better	knives.	If	I	tried	to	slice	that	thin	the	pieces	would	turn	to	mush.
permalink embed parent

[–] JoeCactus	 •	 10	points	21	hours	ago	

Sharpen	em,	(YouTube!)	and	if	that	fails,	try	using	a	serrated	edge.	Helps	with	tomatoes.	As	always,	be
super	careful.	Fingers	aren't	a	part	of	this	recipe.
permalink embed parent

[–] VaxesAreHaxes	 •	 8	points	20	hours	ago	

Not	your	recipe	maybe.
permalink embed parent

[–] WTXRed	 •	 7	points	19	hours	ago	

i	TRIED	YOUTUBE,	but	all	it	did	was	buffer	them
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

[–] BudTudly	 •	 4	points	19	hours	ago*	

How	to	sharpen	convex	edges:	https://youtu.be/UdEe9sEQRcE	(Edit)	I	got	me	a	pair	of	wet	stones	and
assumed	I'd	be	total	shit	until	I	got	a	lot	of	practice	in.	The	first	time	took	me	about	40	min	to	do	two	large
very	dull	kitchen	knives	and	even	though	they	weren't	face	shaving	material,	they're	pretty	damn	sharp!
And	now	I'm	getting	better	and	if	I	spent	5-10min	every	couple	weeks	they	stay	ultra	sharp!
permalink embed parent

[–] FiskFisk33	 •	 3	points	19	hours	ago	

start	sharpening	your	knives,	you	can	have	the	best	knives	in	the	world	but	they	would	still	suck	after	a
while	if	you	dont	keep	them	sharp.	It's	so	worth	it!
permalink embed parent

[–] Loegoloki	 •	 25	points	14	hours	ago*	

As	a	french	person	born	in	Provence,	his	is	heresy.	Real	ratatouille	is	a	blending	of	flavors	in	a	rich	sauce	of
ingredients	that	married	each	others.	It's	an	orgy	of	taste.	This	looks	dry,	bland	and	sad.

http://storage.canalblog.com/97/67/395106/28714890.jpg

THIS,	is	ratatouille.

Nouvelle	cuisine	is	for	display,	not	for	taste.
permalink embed

load	more	comments	(3	replies)

[–] jettttej	 •	 37	points	1	day	ago	

Remy,	is	that	you?
permalink embed

[–] YumoSV	 •	 14	points	1	day	ago	

very	pleaseing	to	look	at,	did	it	taste	as	good	as	it	looks?
permalink embed

[–] bussiere	 •	 7	points	5	hours	ago	

non
permalink embed

[–] shamanphenix	 •	 7	points	5	hours	ago*	

French	here:	oh	my,	what	have	you	done?

This	is	ratatouille.	This	is	not.

Your	vegetable	cake	is	beautiful,	really,	but	it's	not	ratatouille.
permalink embed

[–] celui-qui-triquite	 •	 27	points	22	hours	ago	

It	looks	delicious!	But	it's	not	ratatouille,	this	is	a	tian.	And	yes,	the	movie	lied	to	you...
permalink embed

[–] pingouin_gaufrier	 •	 6	points	9	hours	ago	

celui-qui-trigger

Non	en	vrai	t'as	raison.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(2	replies)

[–] Calcifer1	 •	 9	points	12	hours	ago	

Actually	this	is	a	Tian,	not	a	ratatouille.

The	difference	is	in	the	presentation	of	the	vegetables,	making	them	in	slices	like	will	result	in	a	little	difference.

Anyway	good	job	:)

Source:	I'm	French	and	moreover	I	come	from	Marseille,	Provence
permalink embed

[–] LetsStayCivilized	 •	 10	points	8	hours	ago	

Huh,	apparently	in	English	what	you	call	ratatouille	(see	google	images	for	ratatouille+dish)	is	not	the	same	as	what
we	call	a	ratatouille	in	French	(see	google	images	for	ratatouille+plat).

(or	rather,	there	seem	to	be	several	variants	of	the	recipe	or	how	it's	presented,	and	the	"pretty	form"	seems	more
common	in	English	-	is	it	only	because	of	the	movie?)

Today	I	Learned!

(edit)	This	seems	to	be	the	explanation
permalink embed

[–] Mephianse	 •	 31	points	1	day	ago	

Ratatouille?	You	must	be	joking...
permalink embed

load	more	comments	(1	reply)

[–] Lupin_The_Fourth	 •	 21	points	21	hours	ago	

I	seriously	considered	cooking	this	once	until	I	realized	how	much	I	despise	vegetables.
permalink embed

load	more	comments	(6	replies)

[–] Jorhiru	 •	 6	points	1	day	ago	

Looks	gorgeous	-	well	done!	Been	making	ratatouille	from	the	garden	this	summer,	but	with	basically	zero
presentation	effort.	I'm	inspired	to	try	this	now!
permalink embed

[–] FT_pretzel	 •	 9	points	19	hours	ago	

"Anyone	can	cook"	-Geusteau
permalink embed

[–] Casco_Galea	 •	 8	points	1	day	ago	

Looks	very	nice!	Thumbs	up	for	the	effort!
permalink embed

[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 8	points	1	day	ago	

Thanks!
permalink embed parent

[–] ziaprazid0ne	 •	 46	points	1	day	ago	

I'm	gonna	be	"that	guy"	and	say	this	is	not	Ratatouille,	its	called	Confit	Byaldi.
permalink embed

[–] ahmetzehir[S]	 •	 14	points	1	day	ago	

That's	correct,	I	should've	not	made	the	error.	I've	followed	ChefStep's	recipe	and	they	call	it	Confit	Byaldi	as	well.
permalink embed parent

load	more	comments	(3	replies)

[–] Not_MrNice	 •	 32	points	1	day	ago	

Well,	I'm	gonna	be	"that	guy"	and	say	that	this	is	Ratatouille	because	Confit	byaldi	is	just	a	variation	of	Ratatouille,
and	not	a	completely	different	dish.	So	it	can	be	called	either.
permalink embed parent

[–] Derhek123	 •	 36	points	22	hours	ago	

Hm.	A	French	person	would	certainly	not	call	this	a	ratatouille..
permalink embed parent

[–] loulan	 •	 7	points	8	hours	ago	

Can	confirm.	I	grew	up	in	Nice	and	this	looks	nothing	like	ratatouille.
permalink embed parent
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